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When I spotted this ingenious and simple savings plan on Facebook and then 

shared it on my own page, it immediately went viral. It was Liked and Shared 

thousands of times. I've since written blog articles teaching others how to use the 

52 Weeks Savings Plan and adapt it to their own income levels. In a time of tight 

budgets and lost jobs, people still understand the necessity of having money set 

aside for emergencies and accounting for every dollar that passes through their 

hands. 

 

   This ingenious savings plan begins with a single dollar, saved in a jar, a shoe 

box, or a piggy bank borrowed from your child. Anyone can do that, right? By 

using the tracking charts in this book and reaching each week's savings goal, it's 

not only money that will begin to pile up but also an awareness of saving and not 

spending. I believe the human brain is wired to reach for goals of all kinds -- isn't 

that why we sometimes eat that entirely too big slice of cake? We see that empty 

plate and think, "Yaay me! I did it!"  

 

   The 52 Weeks Savings Plan sets a new goal for you to reach every 7 days. When 

your cash jar begins to fill up, you'll have that same sense of victory, only without 

the calories! 

 

Why 52 Weeks? 

I hope it doesn't come as a surprise to learn that a year contains 52 weeks! This 

plan assigns a very small savings goal for each week of the year, culminating in 

Week 52, when you'll have to pony up $52. Don't worry, though, if that final goal 



sounds astronomical. There are many, many ways to customize the plan to your 

own income and circumstances, and it’s entirely possible that by the time Week 

52 rolls around, your new habit of saving money will insure you have that and 

more to add to the kitty. 

 

   On paper, the plan begins the first week of January, but you can begin it any 

time the mood to start saving money hits, including right now. Today. 

 

   Print out my Savings Chart, and check off each week as you save. If there are 

other members in the family with an income, encourage them to do the same. A 

family with 2 breadwinners could end up with a grand total of $2756, and that's 

no chump change! Young kids could begin by saving just a penny or a dime and 

then adding those same coins to their jars each week, keeping up with Mom and 

Dad. 

 

   If one week you find yourself with extra cash, add it to the pot. You'll end up 

with more than the $1378 total by the end of December or you'll have created a 

bit of a padding for those weeks when expenses exceeds the income. 

 

Simple doesn't always mean easy 

Yes, this plan is simple. How simple? Just look at any calendar with numbered 

weeks or use one of my charts in the Resources section of this book and you'll 

know immediately how much cash to set aside that week: 

 



Week 1: $1 

Week 2: $2 

Week 3: $3 

...and so on. 

 

   A few dollars this week, a few next week, and the next...they all add up to a nice 

end-of-the-year bonus. However, just because something is simple doesn't mean 

it will be easy. 

 

   There will be weeks when the extra cash just isn't there, or a surprise expense 

pops up and eats away your savings. You may have to decide whether to save that 

$36 in Week 36 or pay for a prescription. Even if there's absolutely nothing to 

save, try to find a random quarter or dollar bill and add it to your stash. 

Accumulating money isn't the only lesson being learned here. It's also the habit of 

saving, if only 25 cents. 

 

   Fortunately, there is a lot of grace built into this system. You can always take 

some time off or go back to Week 1 or whatever week corresponds with the cash 

that you can save. If you must dip into that savings, just close your eyes, whisper 

a prayer of thanks that the cash was there, and move on. 

 

   This plan is simple to remember, simple to follow, but not always simple to put 

into action. Sooner or later, you will have one of those weeks or months in which 

there isn't a single extra dollar to be had. When you're saving just a dollar or two 



or three, that's doable. It's when those weeks begin to demand $25, $37, and 

more that it can become burdensome. 

 

Make the plan your own 

No two households are the same, and that’s where the beauty of this plan comes 

into play. Make this plan work for you!  

 

1. Get the whole family involved. Discuss how you'll spend the savings, give 

some to charity, etc. and then post a progress chart. Kids who earn money 

for odd jobs, babysitting, and the like can contribute, so everyone learns how 

to save and then gets to share in the rewards! As soon as everyone catches 

the vision, don’t be surprised if you hear your kids say, “If we don’t eat out, 

we can put that money in the savings kitty.” What a great lesson to pass 

along to the next generation! 

 

2. The last half of the savings plan can be pretty pricey per week. If that's too 

much for you right now, go through weeks 1-26 twice. You'll still end up with 

a nice balance at the end. 

 

3. Others have suggested starting with Week 52 at the beginning of the year so 

the larger savings can be set aside at a time of year when holiday expenses 

aren't an issue. I have this plan ready to go on my Reverse Savings Chart 

that you’ll find in this book. 

 



4. Do you tend to be a free spirit? Then feel free to hop, skip, and jump all over 

this chart, saving money as you go! If you happen to have an extra $27 one 

week, then by all means, add it to your savings and then check off “Week 27” 

on the chart, no matter what week is on the calendar. 

 
5. It’s okay to “work ahead” on this savings plan! If you have a week or more 

where there’s plenty to save and then some, go ahead and add the money to 

your stash and check off the additional weeks. This will give you some 

breathing room if you run into tight times. 

 

6. Sooner or later, the 52 Weeks Savings Plan is going to be forgotten in the 

hustle and bustle of life. It’s inevitable. Print out my tracking chart and post 

it somewhere prominent in your home or find a savings buddy and hold 

each other accountable. Join my 52 Weeks Savings Club Facebook page to 

link up with people who have the same goal as you do. It's a great source of 

information and a place to ask questions. 

 

7. During weeks when you have a bit of extra cash, you can either add it to your 

52 Weeks savings stash and check off additional weeks, or you could simply 

let that extra money become a "bonus" so you have more at the end of the 

year.  

 

8. Do you worry that you might dip into your growing stash of cash? Then 

freeze it, literally. Put a picture of what you’re saving for on the outside of a 



freezable container. A family vacation? A new washer and dryer?  If you tend 

to be a spender, having a visual goal will help you withstand temptation. 

Every week, add your money to the container and a bit of water to cover it. 

Put it back in the freezer and before long you will have cold, hard cash, in 

more ways than one!   

 
9. Are you worried that you’ll lose track of weeks, get confused about where to 

start again, and just give up on the whole idea? Try this. Plan on putting $53 

into your savings every 2 weeks. This combines $1 from Week 1 with $52 

from Week 52, $2 from Week 2 with $51 from week 51, and so on. If you do 

this every other week throughout the year, you’ll end up with the same 

amount and have a predictable amount of money to save each week. For 

some, this is an easier approach. 

 
10. A monthly savings system can be found on my Monthly Savings Chart, if 

focusing on a larger amount of money for the month is easier for you. 

 
11. What if you get paid bi-weekly (every 2 weeks)? Download and print out my 

Bi-Weekly Savings Chart to stay on track.  

 
12. 6. If even $1 is too much, save the change you get back when you break a $1 

bill at the store. Whenever you do find an extra $1 or more, hide it in your 

wallet (behind a photo maybe?) until you can get it home and into your jar. 

It's incredible how much money can be saved in a year just by accumulating 

spare change. 

 



13. Hide the real money you are saving somewhere no one else will find it. 

(Bank accounts count.) Have the kids put in game money instead to get 

them involved and to represent what you are doing. 

 
14. Not sure you'll remember every week? Set up an auto-transfer and keep your 

savings in an actual savings account - which also keeps it off the kitchen 

counter and out of sight. This also works great if your income is 

automatically transferred to your checking account by your employer or 

another organization like Social Security or a retirement fund. 

15. If you tend to be forgetful, add "52 Weeks Savings!" as a reminder on 

your smartphone, calendar, or any other reminder system. 

 

   If all of the above is still not likely to keep you from feeling the temptation, try 

putting an extra dollar (or whatever you can afford) a week in another jar. Every 

three months, take that money and give yourself / your family a smaller treat. 

Even buying a new DVD for the family or ice cream with all the fixings from the 

grocery store can be a fun little splurge to help keep you motivated. 

 

Let’s get started! 

You want to do the 52 Week Savings Plan. You've printed out the chart of your 

choice, posted it where you’ll see it everyday, and have a jar ready to hold your 

money. What are you waiting for? Let’s get started saving money! 

 

 



















More from The Survival Mom 

Survival Mom: How to prepare your family for everyday disasters and worst case scenarios 
by Lisa Bedford 

This is the ultimate family survival manual, written by a mom, for moms. With a strong 5-star 
rating on Amazon, critics say, “Publisher’s Weekly calls Lisa Bedford’s Survival Mom an 
“impressively comprehensive manual,” saying, “suburban mom Bedford helps readers learn about, 
prepare for, and respond to all manner of disasters. . . . From 'Instant Survival Tip' sidebars to a list 
of 'Lessons from the Great Depression'. . . Bedford's matter-of-fact yet supportive tone will keep the 
willies at bay.” 

 

Emergency Evacuations: Get out fast when it matters most, by Lisa Bedford 

This handbook is filled with everything you’ll need to know to plan your own emergency 
evacuation in the face of flood, fire, natural disaster, or extreme weather events. From a mom’s 
perspective, Lisa has provided hand-in-hand guidance and even includes tips for preparing to 
evacuate with a baby, the elderly, and special needs loved ones. This book includes checklists to 
make this task easy. 

 

 

Browse over 1800 articles on Lisa’s blog, The Survival Mom, for topics ranging from 
homesteading to hard core survival. 

 

If you’re looking for personalized help with your prepping, Lisa is one of the founders of 
Preppers University. This online school offers live courses with some of the best-known names 
in the world of survival and preparedness as well as pre-recorded classes you can enjoy from the 
comfort of your home, 24/7. 

 

Lisa can be contacted at lisa@thesurvivalmom.com as well as via her Facebook page. 
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